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Large scale production distributed systems are difficult to design and test. Correctness must be ensured when

processes run asynchronously, at arbitrary rates relative to each other, and in the presence of failures, e.g.,

process crashes or message losses. These conditions create a huge space of executions that is difficult to

explore in a principled way. Current testing techniques focus on systematic or randomized exploration of all

executions of an implementation while treating the implemented algorithms as black boxes. On the other

hand, proofs of correctness of many of the underlying algorithms often exploit semantic properties that reduce

reasoning about correctness to a subset of behaviors. For example, the communication-closure property, used in

many proofs of distributed consensus algorithms, shows that every asynchronous execution of the algorithm

is equivalent to a lossy synchronous execution, thus reducing the burden of proof to only that subset. In a lossy

synchronous execution, processes execute in lock-step rounds, and messages are either received in the same

round or lost foreverÐsuch executions form a small subset of all asynchronous ones.

We formulate the communication-closure hypothesis, which states that bugs in implementations of distributed

consensus algorithms will already manifest in lossy synchronous executions and present a testing algorithm

based on this hypothesis. We prioritize the search space based on a bound on the number of failures in the

execution and the rate at which these failures are recovered. We show that a random testing algorithm based

on sampling lossy synchronous executions can empirically find a number of bugsÐincluding previously

unknown onesÐin production distributed systems such as Zookeeper, Cassandra, and Ratis, and also produce

more understandable bug traces.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large-scale, fault-tolerant, distributed systems are the backbone for many critical software services.
Since they must execute correctly and efficiently in the presence of concurrent and asynchronous
message exchanges as well as benign (message loss, process crash) or Byzantine failures (message
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corruption), the underlying algorithms are intricate. Moreover, even when the algorithms are proven
correct, testing production implementations of these algorithms remains a significant challenge,
precisely because of the enormous number of exceptional conditions that may arise in production.
Testing such distributed systems raises several important challenges:

(C0) Test oracle: Formulating a correctness specification that should hold for the system and a
checker for the property on a given execution.

(C1) Test harness discovery: Devising a suitable set of test harnesses (combinations of user requests)
that are more likely to expose vulnerabilities, e.g., sets of transactions that access a common
set of data fields in the case of a distributed database.

(C2) Enumerating executions: Even if the test harness contains few user requests, the number of
possible executions can still be enormous because of a large number of internal steps that
can interleave in arbitrary ways (the number of executions can be infinite if failures occur
frequently and infinitely-often). An important challenge is to define efficient strategies for
enumerating the execution space that maximizes the probability of exposing vulnerabilities.

(C3) Improving interpretability: Since a vulnerability can be exposed in many different ways, it is
desirable to prioritize showing the user executions that are łeasilyž interpretable and that
simplify the task of extracting the root cause and a possible repair.

Specifications for distributed systems is a well-studied topic, e.g., [Lynch 1996], and our paper
assumes that a correctness specification is provided. We shall focus on the challenges C1śC3.

Challenge C1 is usually addressed using an exhaustive enumeration of test harnesses with few
user requests. Empirically, these harnesses seem to be enough for exposing most vulnerabilities (an
instance of the so-called łsmall scopež hypothesis). Therefore, testing techniques today focus on
addressing the challenge C2 and explore message orderings, systematically or randomly, a major
concern being to prioritize the search order [Desai et al. 2015; Izrailevsky and Tseitlin 2011; Killian
et al. 2007; Kingsbury 2018; Leesatapornwongsa et al. 2014; Lukman et al. 2019; Ozkan et al. 2018].
In most existing testing approaches, the underlying distributed protocols are treated as black boxes:
tests explore possible schedules of messages and faults in the implementation without considering
properties of the underlying algorithms. Up to our knowledge, none of the existing techniques
address the challenge C3 of improving interpretability.

In this paper, we describe a testing strategy that addresses both C2 and C3. We pick a subset of
executions of a distributed system that, under some reasonable and frequently occurring assumption
on the underlying algorithms, represents every other possible execution (any other execution is
equivalent to one in this subset). The subset of executions is chosen to follow a symmetric and
regular scheduling policy, e.g., synchronizing message exchanges between different processes. Our
testing strategy explores only this subset of executions, and it is complete in the limit under the
hypothesis that the semantic reduction holds. Since it explores concrete executions of the system
it is clearly sound, in the sense that all reported bugs are genuine. The restriction to a subset of
executions improves the likelihood that a bounded enumeration is able to expose vulnerabilities
(challenge C2) while restricting the scheduling policy improves interpretability (challenge C3).
This semantic reduction is mainly based on a property called communication-closure [Elrad and
Francez 1982], which has been used extensively in designing or proving distributed protocols like
Paxos [Chou and Gafni 1988; Damian et al. 2019; Dragoi et al. 2016; Moses and Rajsbaum 2002; von
Gleissenthall et al. 2019].

A Semantic Reduction Based on Communication-Closure. We model a fault-tolerant dis-
tributed system as a set of processes communicating through message passing. Each process
maintains local state and executes a sequence of send, receive, and state update actions. Under
the standard asynchronous semantics, processes may execute at arbitrarily different speeds and
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messages can be arbitrarily delayed or lost (process crashes can be modeled as losing all messages
sent by or to a process). The space of possible executions is enormous since it is defined by all
the interleavings between process actions and all possible ways of introducing message delays or
losses.
As stated above, we consider a semantic reduction for such systems which is based on com-

munication closure. This property relies on a restricted semantics, that we call lossy synchro-

nous [Charron-Bost and Schiper 2009; Gafni 1998; Santoro and Widmayer 1989], and ensures that
every asynchronous execution is indistinguishable from a lossy synchronous execution. Indistin-
guishability means that processes go through the same sequence of local states, modulo stuttering,
in the two executions. Assuming that the system specification cannot make the difference between
indistinguishable executions, which is the case in practice for many specifications of interest,
communication-closure ensures that exploring only lossy synchronous executions is complete.
While our method is not complete for systems that violate communication closure, it is sound (any
reported bug is a true bug).
To define the lossy synchronous semantics, we consider that the behavior of each process is

structured as a sequence of rounds: sequences of send-receive-update actions (this decomposition
can be assumed without loss of generality modulo introducing fictitious actions for sending/receiv-
ing an empty set of messages and update actions leaving the state unchanged). For example, in a
distributed consensus protocol, rounds correspond to preparing a new ballot/view/term, sending
and receiving acknowledgments, proposing values, and communicating promises. The lossy syn-
chronous semantics imposes that processes execute rounds synchronously and in lock-step, but
messages can be lost. Any two processes are in the same round at each point during the execution
and all messages sent in a round are either received in the same round or lost forever (messages
exchanged in one round may be lost while the ones exchanged in the next round delivered without
failure). In contrast, under the asynchronous semantics, processes may be executing different
rounds at a point of time and be ready to receive messages from any round in the past or future.

We reduce the execution space even further for łleader-basedž protocols, a widely used technique
for implementing state machine replication. In a leader-based protocol, the communication in each
round goes from one process, called leader, to all the other processes, or from all processes to the
leader. We introduce a restriction of the lossy synchronous semantics, which restricts the way
messages are lost in a given round. We define a uniform lossy synchronous semantics where the
messages that are lost in a given round are precisely those sent or received by a set of processes.
Intuitively, this corresponds to isolating each such process from all the other processes in the
network. This is a restriction of the lossy synchronous semantics. For instance, in the presence of
three processes 𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3, the uniform semantics does not allow that a message from 𝑝1 to 𝑝2 is
lost while a message from 𝑝1 to 𝑝3 is delivered, or it does not allow that a message from 𝑝2 to 𝑝1 is
lost while a message from 𝑝3 to 𝑝1 is delivered (𝑝1 is not isolated from all the other processes, but
only from 𝑝2). It is rather easy to see that the uniform lossy synchronous semantics is complete for
leader-based protocols (we show in Section 5 that it is complete for a larger class of protocols).
Our testing algorithm enumerates only executions under the uniform lossy synchronous se-

mantics. While proving the validity of the reduction to such a semantics (i.e., that our testing
algorithm is complete in the limit) is very difficult for production systems (the kind we con-
sider in the experimental evaluation), the goal of our work is investigating the following uniform
communication-closure hypothesis: bugs in many distributed systems manifest already at the level
of uniform lossy synchronous executions. The validity of this hypothesis leads to a solution for
challenge C2 since the space of uniform lossy synchronous executions is much smaller than the
whole set of asynchronous executions (see Section 2 for an example) and challenge C3 because the
exchange of messages in such executions is quite regular and easy to interpret in comparison to an
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arbitrary asynchronous execution. While it is hard to evaluate the degree of interpretability in an
objective manner, we believe through our own experience that the simple communication patterns
in uniform lossy synchronous executions, the lock-step exchange of messages in particular, are
definitely easier to debug than an arbitrary schedule of such actions.

Testing Algorithm. We define a randomized testing algorithm which samples uniform lossy
synchronous executions. The algorithm takes as input a harness consisting of 𝑛 processes running
for a maximum of 𝑟 rounds. Our algorithm limits the sampling space according to several parameters
that bound the choice of isolated processes in each round. Note that process isolation is the only
source of non-determinism in the uniform lossy synchronous semantics since processes execute
rounds in lock-step (the interleaving between actions of different processes is fixed modulo actions
which commute trivially like sends done in parallel by two different processes). The first parameter
is a bound 𝑑 on the number of isolated processes across all the rounds in the execution while the
second parameter 𝑘 sets the frequency at which isolated processes re-join the network.

While the choice of the parameter 𝑑 is motivated by an empirical łsmall scopež observation that
many bugs in implementations already occur under a rather small number of isolated processes
(transient faults), the second parameter 𝑘 is motivated by the structure of standard distributed
algorithms, e.g., state machine replication algorithms. Typically, the sequence of rounds in a
process is further decomposed into a sequence of phases (a phase is a sequence of rounds) with
successful phases, when the system makes progress towards its specification, and unsuccessful

phases, when progress is not possible because of failures (e.g., message loss), but some computation
needs to be performed to ensure that the system remains safe. For example, in a state machine
replication algorithm, a successful phase corresponds to committing a single command (transition)
of the machine, provided that enough messages are delivered in each of its rounds. In more faulty
scenarios, i.e., when the network is temporarily partitioned such that there is no majority that
can communicate reliably, the system will execute several unsuccessful phases until the network
delivers sufficiently many messages in a phase to commit a client request. The desirable choice for
the rate 𝑘 at which processes re-join the network equals the length of a phase in the system under
test. The testing algorithm uses 𝑘 and 𝑑 to generate executions that alternate successful phases
(having few to no processes isolated) and unsuccessful phases (having sufficiently many processes
isolated to prevent progress). However, the user is not required to have protocol specific insights
about the length of a phase. The testing algorithm drives the exploration through executions where
the set of isolated processes changes at every 𝑘 rounds. The sampling space grows as 𝑑 is increased
and 𝑘 is decreased, covering the whole space of uniform lossy synchronous executions when 𝑑

grows to infinity and 𝑘 = 1.
Our algorithm samples executions of the harness satisfying the bounds 𝑑 and 𝑘 , and guarantees

that each execution is picked with a certain minimum probability. This leads to precise probabilistic
guarantees about hitting a specific execution. This algorithm is sound, i.e., the reported bugs are
not spurious, and complete in the limit when the reduction to the uniform lossy semantics is valid.

Evaluation. We evaluated the effectiveness of our testing algorithm on large scale distributed
systems such as Cassandra, Ratis, and Zookeeper. Our evaluation focuses on detecting consistency
violations, a major source of bugs in distributed systems. We experimentally show that our testing
algorithm (1) compares favorably with testing based on random search: it detects several known
and novel bugs by sampling from a much smaller subset of executions (showing that uniform lossy
executions already cover many bugs), and (2) enables exploration even with little instrumentation of
the source code. In particular, our testing tool was able to detect several previously unknown bugs
in recent versions of Zookeeper and Ratis. Moreover, the buggy traces produced by our algorithm
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are informative. The synchronous traces are more understandable when compared with the usual
asynchronous ones produced by other state-of-the-art techniques.
The generality of our method goes beyond the evaluated benchmarks. Distributed systems

are all about coordination in the absence of a global clock. Communication-closure highlights
rounds, an encoding of a local notion of time which is used by processes to coordinate and
accomplish collective tasks. Rounds are a good abstraction of timestamps, vector clocks, or any
other synchronizations mechanism that must be implemented by a distributed protocol. The
communication-closed executions of a systems are the core of any protocol (even if the protocol
has not been shown communication-closed), because they include the executions for which local
time can be mapped on a global notion of time. Therefore, even for systems where our testing is
not complete, prioritizing communication-closed executions is an important heuristic.

Contributions and Outline. In this paper we propose a framework for reducing the search space
in testing based on communication-closure, a well established design and reasoning principle for
fault-tolerant distributed systems.

Our testing framework complements theoretical concepts from the distributed computing com-
munity (communication closure) with novel search prioritization and randomization techniques
(which are specific to the use of communication closure and the systems under study). Despite
the fact that communication closure is a rather established and well-studied concept in theoretical
terms, it has never been proposed as a way of building better testing tools. Our work transfers the
theoretical insight to testing tools that find bugs in real-world, deployed, applications.
Our contributions and outline are summarized as follows:

• we develop a theoretical framework for stating and using the communication-closure hy-
pothesis in testing (ğ3 and ğ4),
• we define the uniform restriction of the lossy synchronous semantics prescribed by
communication-closure which limits message losses to isolating a set of processes and
which is complete for a large class of practical distributed algorithms (ğ5),
• we define a randomized testing algorithm with precise probabilistic guarantees that samples,
uniform lossy synchronous executions under certain bounds on the occurrence of network
link failures (ğ6)
• we conduct an empirical evaluation on production distributed systems (ğ7).

2 OVERVIEW

We demonstrate our testing framework on the distributed protocol listed in Fig. 1, where a set of
processes must agree on a total order between a set of commands. These commands are input one
by one while the protocol is running, and possibly concurrently, at different processes at the same
time. This is a simplified version of state machine replication (based on Paxos [Lamport 2005]) in
which we omit how commands are communicated to the protocol and assume that they are created
by invoking a new_command function (see line 28). Each process maintains a sequence of commands
(in a local variable log) which is outputted when certain conditions are fulfilled (see line 42). The
intended specification is that any two such outputs, possibly from different processes or from the
same process but at different points in time, must be comparable with respect to the standard prefix
order between sequences. The protocol would be incorrect if for instance, two processes would
output 𝑎 and 𝑏, respectively (since neither is a prefix of the other one).

The pseudocode in Fig. 1 is executed an arbitrary number of times by each process participating
in the protocol, and an execution of the protocol is a standard interleaving of steps from different
processes. Like in many other distributed protocols, each process executes a sequence of rounds.
Each round consists of a sequence of message sends, receives, and state updates, in this order. The
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1 //Local variables

2 int last = phase = 0

3 var log = 𝜖

4 var my_id, leader

5 var step

6

7 //@Round Prepare

8 //@Snd:

9 if (getLeader(phase) == my_id)

10 send to all ("Prepare", phase+1, my_id)

11 receive_messages()

12 //@Upd:

13 if received m=("Prepare", m.phase, m.sender)

14 with m.phase >= phase

15 last = phase //@bugfix remove

16 phase = m.phase

17 leader = m.sender;

18 step = "Ack"

19

20 //@Round Ack

21 //@Snd:

22 if(step=="Ack") send to leader

23 ("Ack", phase, (last, log))

24 receive_messages()

25 //@Upd:

26 if (step=="Ack") && received > n/2 messages

("Ack",phase,_)

27 log = select_log_from_received_messages()

28 log = log @ new_command()

29 step = "Propose"

30 if(my_id != leader) step = "Propose"

25 //@Round Propose

26 //@Snd

27 if (leader == my_id && step == "Propose")

28 send to all ("Propose", phase, log)

29 receive_messages()

30 //@Upd:

31 if received from leader a message

m=("Propose",phase, m.log)

32 log = m.log

33 step = "Promise"

34 //@bugfix add last = phase

35

36 //@Round Promise

37 //@Snd:

38 if(step == "Promise") send to all ("Promise",

phase, log)

39 receive_messages()

40 //@Upd:

41 if received more than n/2 messages ("Promise",

phase, log)

42 output log

Fig. 1. A Paxos-like state machine replication protocol. The number of processes participating in the protocol
is denoted by n. Each process has a number of local variables, listed at lines 2ś5: my_id is a constant storing
the id of the process, and log stores the sequence of commands to be outputted (@ denotes sequence
concatenation at line 28). The code represents a phase defined as a sequence of four rounds. Each round
consists of message sends (annotation @Snd), receives, and state updates (annotation @Upd). Each phase has a
designated leader which is set by the call to the deterministic getLeader function.

protocol periodically tries to extend the sequence of commands on which processes agree with a
new command by executing a sequence of four rounds, called phase,1 in each process. In each phase,
a process, called the leader, gets a new command and tries to store into the log of a quorum formed
of more than half of the processes. The quorum is essential for fault tolerance. If all processes
execute synchronously (in lockstep) and all messages are delivered, then each process ends up
extending their local sequence log with the new command. Such an execution is given in Fig. 2(a).
Each process in this execution executes two phases: the first phase appends command a while the
second appends command b. The possible outputs are related by prefix order as expected. If too
many messages are lost (the cardinality constraints at lines 26 and 41 that check for a quorum are
not satisfied) while a process is executing a phase to process a new command, then its log remains
unchanged and it begins a new phase (the same happens if the process executes much faster than
many other processes). Although the protocol should tolerate any such exceptional conditions and
satisfy the intended specification, this is not actually true.

1In other works, a phase may be called ballot or view.
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Fig. 2. Three executions of the protocol in Fig. 1 that involve three processes p1, p2, and p3: (a) a synchronous
execution where no message is lost, (b) a lossy synchronous execution, (c) an asynchronous execution
indistinguishable from the lossy synchronous execution in (b). Each horizontal line shows time progressing for
each process. Boxes contain fragments of local state: the numbers represent the value of the phase variable
while the strings represent the value of log. Colored arrows between the horizontal lines show the messages
exchanged. Dotted arrows in (b) and (c) indicate dropped messages. Double arrows ⇓ denote input commands
(values returned by new_command) while ⇑ denote output command sequences. Each phase ends with a
vertical dotted line in the figures.
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Fig. 3. An incorrect execution of the protocol in Fig. 1 (with three processes). We use the same conventions as
in Fig. 2. The pairs of integers, e.g., (1,0) and (2,0), represent the values of the local variables (phase, last).
The log values are e, a and b, where e denotes the empty log.

Fig. 3 shows an execution that violates this specification where the processes output sequences 𝑎
and 𝑏, which are incomparable w.r.t. prefix order. This execution contains four phases: during the
first phase, enough messages are delivered so that two processes can output 𝑎; many messages are
lost in the next two phases, so no process can extend their log; enough messages are delivered
during the fourth phase, but processes end up łforgettingž about command 𝑎, and output the
singleton sequence 𝑏.

In order to understand the details of the bug in Figure 3, we take a closer look at the implemen-
tation. Each process keeps track of the current phase it executes (using the local variable phase).
Due to faults processes may be in different phases. In each phase a processes executed the four
rounds in Fig. 1; the rounds are named in comments (lines 7, 20, 25, and 36). In the first round the
leader looks for a quorum of processes to learn the most up-to-date log stored by its peers (the
leader might have a stale local log due to faults). To this, the leader broadcasts a Prepare message
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that contains the leader’s phase (line 10). The processes that receive the leader’s message join the
leader’s phase by updating the local phase variable to the leader’s phase, unless they are already in
a higher one (line 16). The processes that join the leader’s phase, called followers, store in last

(line 15) the number of the last phase they participated in. In the second round, each follower sends
an Ack message to the leader (line 23), including the values of its local sequence log and the last
phase the follower participated in, which is used to date the sent log. If the leader receives more
than 𝑛/2 Ack messages, it has a quorum and sufficient information to compute the most recent
value of the log: it selects the log coming from the process that participated in the most recent
phase, i.e., the one with the highest value of last (line 27). In the third round, the leader sends
the most recent log extended with a new command to all processes in a Propose message (line 28).
The processes that receive the leader’s message update their log accordingly. In the last round,
processes exchange their current log and phase, by sending Promise messages to all the processes
(line 38). A process that receives 𝑛/2 Promise messages for the same phase and the same value of
the log, outputs this log value.
The value of the last phase a process participated in is sent along with the value of the log

in the round Ack. This is crucial for correctness because it prevents losing requests. The bug in
Fig. 3 is caused by an incorrect computation of the most recent log after two phases when too
many messages were lost. In the fourth phase the leader receives two log values in round łAckž:
a from p1 and the empty log from p3. The leader picks the empty log of 𝑝3 as being the most
recent one, because the last phase number accompanying it is higher than the last phase number
accompanying the log of p1 containing a. The bug happens because of a misinterpretation of what
łparticipatingž in a ballot means. Processes should recall the last phase when they received a new log
from the leader, not the last phase they joined. Process p3 joins phases 2 and 3 but its algorithmically
meaningful state, i.e., the log, does not change in these phases. Therefore by updating the value of
last when receives a Prepare message from the leader, p3 incorrectly makes its log more recent
than it is. A correct implementation requires removing the update of last from the round Prepare
(line 15) and adding an update of last to phase in round Propose when the process receives the
leader’s new log proposal, in line 34.

Asynchronous vs. Lossy Synchronous Semantics.The standard asynchronous semantics of this
protocol allows arbitrary interleavings of steps from different processes under a non-deterministic
network that can drop arbitrarily many messages. Different processes may execute different rounds
at the same time and they may receive arbitrarily delayed messages. For example, Fig. 2(c) shows
an asynchronous execution where some messages are lost and others are delayed. In this execution,
processes go through two phases: in the first one, the leader p1 transmits the command a to
{p1, p2}, and in the second phase, the leader p2 transmits the second command b to {p2, p3}. The
non-determinism in this semantics due to scheduling and message loss leads to an enormous
number of executions. Standard exhaustive or random enumerations of this space of executions are
very unlikely to be effective in exposing potential vulnerabilities like the one in Fig. 3.

A smaller space of executions can be defined by considering a synchronous semantics in which
each round is executed at the same time by all processes and every message is delivered. An
execution fragment where each process executes a round is called a synchronized round. Fig. 2(a)
shows such an execution with 8 synchronized rounds. This semantics is however too restricted
since it cannot exercise the protocol’s capabilities of tolerating faults, e.g., message loss.

An intermediate point is the lossy synchronous semantics, which is a weakening of the synchro-
nous semantics where messages can be dropped arbitrarily. An execution under this semantics is
still a sequence of synchronized rounds, but messages can be either delivered in the same synchro-
nized round they were sent or dropped and never delivered in the future. Fig 2(b) shows such an
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execution: the leader p1 of the first phase sends the command a but only p1 and p2 receive it, and
in the second phase, the command b sent by the leader p2 is received only by p2 and p3.

In general, the lossy synchronous semantics contains a subset of the possible executions (under the
asynchronous semantics). However, most distributed protocols are designed to be communication-

closed, i.e., so that the two semantics are equivalent (every asynchronous execution is equivalent
to a lossy synchronous one) [Dragoi et al. 2016; Elrad and Francez 1982]. The protocol in Fig. 1 is
communication-closed. For example, the asynchronous execution in Fig. 2(c) is equivalent to the
one in Fig. 2(b), in the sense that each process passes through the same sequence of local states in
both executions.

The key observation in our testing algorithm is that, when testing for a given specification, we
can restrict attention only to lossy synchronous executions, instead of the much larger class of
asynchronous executions. Note that the bug in Fig. 3 is an incorrect lossy synchronous execution.
This execution represents a large class of equivalent asynchronous executions (all bugs). When the
underlying protocol is communication-closed, there is no loss of generality.

Uniform Lossy Synchronous Semantics. In fact, our testing algorithm considers a further
restriction of the lossy synchronous semantics, called uniform, which limits the choice of messages
to be dropped in a synchronized round. Consider for instance the first synchronized round in
Fig. 3. Choosing to drop the message from the first to the third process is the same as choosing to
isolate the third process from the rest of the processes (meaning that all the messages sent by or
to the third process are dropped). Equating dropping messages with isolating a set of processes
is valid for synchronized rounds where a single process sends messages or when all messages
are sent to the same process. In practice, to minimize the number of exchanged messages, many
distributed protocols are defined in such a way, each round (phase) having a designated leader

(like in the first three rounds in Fig. 1). For synchronized rounds with a different communication
structure, e.g., the last round in our protocol, choosing only to isolate a set of processes instead of
dropping a specific set of messages may be a restriction that leads to incompleteness. For instance,
the last synchronized round in Fig. 3 corresponds to isolating the second process. Dropping another
message, say from p1 to p3, could not be simulated as a set of isolated processes. As we show in
Section 5 this restriction is actually complete even for this protocol.

Our Testing Algorithm. Our testing algorithm randomly samples uniform lossy synchronous
executions where the number of isolated processes in the run is at most 𝑑 and where every isolated
process can reconnect to the network every 𝑘-th round. The values of 𝑑 and 𝑘 are inputs to the
algorithm. Intuitively, 𝑑 is a bound on the number of messages that can be dropped during an
execution while 𝑘 should ideally correspond to the number of rounds in a phase of the protocol
(this is however not a requirement and 𝑘 can be arbitrary). The latter is motivated by the fact that
in many algorithms, once a process becomes isolated in a phase, it cannot make progress (change
its local state) during the same phase even if it reconnects later. For the protocol in Fig. 1, if a
process does not receive a łPreparež message in the first round, it cannot change its state because
of messages received in the later rounds of the same phase. As 𝑑 increases and 𝑘 decreases, the
algorithm covers more and more of the execution space. For each execution, the algorithm applies
a user-provided procedure for checking the intended specification.

Advantage of Our Algorithm: Smaller Sample Set of Executions. Sampling from uniform
lossy synchronous executions reduces the size of the sample set of executions significantly. Consider
the protocol execution in Fig. 1 with 3 processes, 16 synchronized rounds, and 𝑘 = 4 (these
constraints are those satisfied by the buggy execution in Fig. 3; the picture omits the last two rounds
from the second and third phase because no process sends any message). The number of uniform
lossy synchronous executions of the protocol is about 107 (each one of 3 processes can be isolated
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at one of 𝑘 = 4 rounds in 16/4 = 4 phases). In comparison, the number of lossy synchronous
executions which are not necessarily uniform is about 1043 (any subset of the 9 communication
links between the processes can be lossy in a round).

3 DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOLS

We describe the theoretical foundation of our work in the context of an abstract notion of protocols
that abstracts away from a particular syntax. We define the standard asynchronous semantics for
such protocols, which allows arbitrary interleavings of steps from different processes and arbitrary
loss of messages.

Protocols. We fix a set P of process identifiers and an arbitrary set V of message payloads. A
message is a triple (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑣) ∈ P×P×Vwhere 𝑝 represents the source of the message, 𝑞 its destination,
and 𝑣 the payload. The set of all messages is denoted byM. A process with identifier 𝑝 is a tuple
𝐴 = (Σ, 𝑠0, Snd,Upd) where:

• Σ is a set of process local states, and 𝑠0 is the initial state of the process,
• Snd : Σ→ 2M is the message sending function: Snd (𝑠) = 𝑀 denotes the fact that 𝑝 sends the
set of messages𝑀 when in local state 𝑠 . As expected, we assume that 𝑝 is the source of all
the messages in𝑀 .
• Upd : Σ × 2M → Σ is the state-update function: Upd (𝑠, 𝑀) is the next state of the process 𝑝
given its current state 𝑠 and that it received the set of messages𝑀 (we assume that 𝑝 is the
destination of all the messages in𝑀).

Given a process 𝐴, we refer to components of 𝐴 using 𝐴.Σ, 𝐴.𝑠0, and so on.
A protocol P maps each process identifier 𝑝 ∈ P to a process P(𝑝) with identifier 𝑝 .

Example 3.1. Consider the protocol in Fig. 1. A state is a valuation of the process local variables
(declared in the protocol) including a variable representing the control location. The initial state
𝑠0 of any process, has an the empty log of requests, 𝑠0 (log_val) = 𝜖 , the ballot counter is zero,
𝑠0 (ballot) = 0, 𝑠0 (step) = Prepare, and 𝑠0 (last) = 0.

The functions Snd and Upd are based on the code snippets that send messages, respectively
update the local state (highlighted in the figure with matching labels). For example, for any process
𝑝 , given a state 𝑠 ∈ Σ with the program counter at lines 10 (the send of the round Prepare),

Snd(𝑠) =

{

{(𝑝, 𝑞, (łPrepare”, 𝑠 (ballot))) | 𝑞 ∈ P} if get_leader()== 𝑝,

∅ otherwise.

For any process in some state 𝑠 , if the program counter is at line 14 (the update of the round
Prepare) then Upd(𝑠, 𝑀) = 𝑠 ′ if there is m ∈ 𝑀 s.t. m.ballot > 𝑠 (ballot) and Upd(𝑠, 𝑀) = 𝑠 other-
wise, where𝑀 is the current set of received messages and 𝑠 ′ differs from 𝑠 on the following variables:
𝑠 ′(last) = 𝑠 (ballot), 𝑠 ′(ballot) = 𝑠 (m.ballot), 𝑠 ′(step) = Ack, 𝑠 ′(leader) = m.sender.

A configuration of a protocol P is a tuple (pool, ls) where pool is a set of messages in transit
and ls maps each process identifier 𝑝 ∈ P to a process local state in P(𝑝).Σ. Given a configuration
𝑐 = (pool, ls) we use 𝑐.pool and 𝑐.ls to refer to its components.

Asynchronous Semantics. The asynchronous semantics of a protocol P is defined using a set of
transition rules given in Figure 4. The rule Send represents a transition in which a given process 𝑝
sends all messages prescribed by its message sending function Snd in a given state. These messages
are added to the pool of messages in transit and the process local states remain unchanged. The
rule A-Update represents a transition in which a set of messages𝑀 is delivered to a process 𝑝 and
𝑝 updates its local state according to its state-update function Upd. The set of messages𝑀 is chosen
non-deterministically from the set pool of messages in transit with destination 𝑝 . This models
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Send
P(𝑝).Snd (ls(𝑝)) = 𝑀

(pool, ls)
send(𝑝)
−−−−−−→ (pool ∪𝑀, ls)

Environment
𝑀 ⊆ pool

(pool, ls)
env(𝑀)
−−−−−−→ (𝑀, ls)

A-Update
𝑀 ⊆ pool ∩ (P × {𝑝} × V) and P(𝑝).Upd (ls(𝑝), 𝑀) = 𝑠

(pool, ls)
a-update(𝑝)
−−−−−−−−−→ (pool \𝑀, ls[𝑝 ↦→ 𝑠])

S-Update
𝑀 = pool ∩ (P × {𝑝} × V) and P(𝑝).Upd (ls(𝑝), 𝑀) = 𝑠

(pool, ls)
s-update(𝑝)
−−−−−−−−−→ (pool \𝑀, ls[𝑝 ↦→ 𝑠])

Fig. 4. Transition rules for protocol semantics.

adversarial networks in which messages can be delayed arbitrarily. The rule Environment is used
to model networks that can also drop messages arbitrarily. It defines a set of transitions that can
delete an arbitrary set of messages from the pool of messages in transit. These transitions are labeled
by send(𝑝), a-update(𝑝), and env(𝑀) where 𝑀 is the set of messages kept by an Environment

transition, respectively.
An asynchronous execution of a protocol P is a sequence of transitions between configurations

𝑐0
ℓ0
−→ 𝑐1

ℓ1
−→ . . .

ℓ𝑚−1
−−−→ 𝑐𝑚 where each ℓ𝑖 ∈ {send(𝑝), a-update(𝑝), env(𝑀) : 𝑝 ∈ P, 𝑀 ⊆ M}, for all

0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 − 1. The set of asynchronous executions of a protocol P is denoted by AsyncEx (P).

Example 3.2. Fig. 2(c) shows an asynchronous execution of the protocol in Fig. 1. Each square
represents a state update transition, each filled circle represents a send transition, and each edge
represents a message produced by the sending function. The initial states are given by circles
labeled with the initial ballot number. The execution omits send transitions that produce an empty
set of messages, e.g. the first and third send actions of process 𝑝2. The interleaving of transitions
performed by different processes is represented by the order between squares and filled circles.
Each solid edge represents a message produced during the send transition where it starts and

delivered during the state update transition where it ends. Each dotted edge represents a message
dropped by environment transitions. Note that some messages are delayed, i.e., they are delivered
during a state update transition that occurs later in the execution and not immediately after the send
transition that generated them. For instance, the message (𝑝2, (łPromise”, 1, a), 𝑝1) represented by
the bold edge arrives with a long delay to process 𝑝1. The fact that the asynchronous executions
can interleave send and update transitions arbitrarily is essential for modeling such delays.

4 COMMUNICATION-CLOSED PROTOCOLS

In this section we define the lossy synchronous semantics exploited by the testing algorithm,
and the communication-closure property stating that this semantics is indistinguishable from the
standard asynchronous semantics.

Lossy Synchronous Semantics.We consider a lossy synchronous semantics where executions
are sequences of synchronized rounds in which all processes start by sending the set of messages
determined by their local state before updating their local state using a non-deterministically
chosen set of messages to receive. These rounds are communication-closed in the sense that the
messages which are sent but not received within one round are lost. There is no fixed relation
between the messages lost in different rounds.
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Formally, a synchronized round between two configurations 𝑐0 and 𝑐2·𝑛+1 with a set of processes
P = {𝑝0, . . . , 𝑝𝑛−1} is a sequence of transitions

𝑐0
send(𝑝0)
−−−−−−−→ 𝑐1 . . .

send(𝑝𝑛−1)
−−−−−−−−−→ 𝑐𝑛

env(𝑀)
−−−−−−→ 𝑐𝑛+1

s-update(𝑝0)
−−−−−−−−−−→ 𝑐𝑛+2 . . .

s-update(𝑝𝑛−1)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 𝑐2·𝑛+1

where the s-update(·) transitions are defined by the rule S-Update in Figure 4. These transitions
represent a variation of the update transitions from the asynchronous semantics where all messages
which are still in transit are received and used to update the state of a process. A process may still
receive a subset of the sent messages because of the env(·) transition scheduled before all update
transitions.

We use 𝑐0
round(𝑀)
−−−−−−−→ 𝑐2·𝑛+1 to denote the sequence of transitions in a synchronized round. A lossy

synchronous execution is a sequence of synchronized rounds 𝑐0
round(𝑀0)
−−−−−−−−→ 𝑐1 . . .

round(𝑀𝑚−1)
−−−−−−−−−−→ 𝑐𝑚 .

The set of lossy synchronous executions of a protocol P is denoted by SyncEx (P). All synchronous
executions we consider are lossy synchronous.

Example 4.1. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) show two lossy synchronous executions of the protocol in
Fig. 1. The conventions for representing send and update transitions, and messages are the same as
in Example 3.2. The transitions that are aligned vertically are ordered from top to bottom.

For the execution in Fig. 2(a), it is assumed that the environment transitions preserve the content
of the pool of messages in transit (no messages are dropped). Under the synchronous semantics
no messages are delayed and all send and update transitions are executed in lock-step: the k𝑡ℎ

send (resp., update) is executed simultaneously on all processes. This execution goes through eight
rounds, each process iterating twice over the code in Fig. 1.
For the execution in Fig. 2(b), the environment transitions drop the messages represented by

dotted edges.

Communication-Closed Protocols. The behavior of a process 𝑝 in a (synchronous or asynchro-

nous) execution 𝜂 = 𝑐0
ℓ0
−→ 𝑐1

ℓ1
−→ . . .

ℓ𝑚−1
−−−→ 𝑐𝑚 , denoted by 𝜂 ↓ 𝑝 , is the sequence of states of 𝑝 in the

configurations 𝑐0,. . ., 𝑐𝑚 , i.e., 𝜂 ↓ 𝑝 = 𝑐0 .ls(𝑝) . . . 𝑐𝑚 .ls(𝑝). Two sequences of local states 𝜎 and 𝜎 ′ are
called equivalent up to stuttering, denoted 𝜎 ≡ 𝜎 ′, when they coincide modulo removing consecutive
repetitions of the same state. An execution 𝜂1 is indistinguishable from another execution 𝜂2, which
is denoted by 𝜂1 ≡ 𝜂2, if 𝜂1 ↓ 𝑝 ≡ 𝜂2 ↓ 𝑝 for each 𝑝 ∈ P.

Example 4.2. The executions in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) are indistinguishable. The executions show
only (the modification of) the values of the variables ballot and log_val. The values of the other
variables are also equal modulo stuttering. For example, 𝑝1 goes through the states 𝑠0, 𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠3, 𝑠4 in
both executions where 𝑠0 is the initial state, 𝑠1 (ballot) = 1, 𝑠1 (log_val) = 𝜖 , 𝑠1 (step) = łPrepare”

𝑠2 (ballot) = 1, 𝑠2 (log_val) = a and 𝑠2 (step) = łPropose”. The states 𝑠3 and 𝑠4 differ from 𝑠2
only in the value of the variable step, i.e. 𝑠3 (step) = łPromise” and 𝑠4 (step) = łPrepare”.

Definition 4.3. A protocol P is called communication-closed when for each asynchronous ex-
ecution 𝜂1 ∈ AsyncEx (P) there is a lossy synchronous execution 𝜂2 ∈ SyncEx (P) such that
𝜂1 ≡ 𝜂2.

Communication-closure is a property which is met by all the replicated state machine or con-
sensus protocols we are aware of, e.g., Paxos [Lamport 2005], Multi-Paxos [Chandra et al. 2007],
EPaxos [Moraru et al. 2013], ViewStamped [Oki and Liskov 1988]. Intuitively, this property is
achieved using the following principles: (1) each process uses a set of variables to encode a local
notion of time, called round number, which is monotonically increasing, (2) every message carries
some metadata that associates it with some unique round number, and (3) a process updates its state
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using only messages whose round number equals the process’s local round number. Assuming these
constraints, any asynchronous execution can be rewritten to an indistinguishable synchronous
execution by essentially, reordering commutative transitions [Damian et al. 2019; Elrad and Francez
1982; Moses and Rajsbaum 2002].

For example, the round number of the protocol in Fig. 1 is defined by the values of the pair of
variables (ballot, step). We consider the lexicographic order over the values of (ballot, step)
where the four values of the variable step are ordered as łPreparež < łAckž < łProposež < łPromisež
(ballot is an integer variable and its values are ordered as usual), and define the round number of a
process in state 𝑠 as the position in the lexicographic order of the values of (ballot, step) in 𝑠 . Then,
every sent message m has two fields m.ballot and m.step that represent its round number (in the
same way as the pair of local variables (ballot, step) represents the process’s local round number).
The third condition relates message round numbers with process round numbers. Before using the
payload of a received message to update the local state, e.g., before reading m.sender at line 18
or m.log_val at line 27 and storing their values in some local variable, the code ensures that the
round number of the message equals the process’s local round number, i.e., m.ballot == ballot

and m.step == step. If this is not the case, the message is either not used to update the local state
or the round number of the process is first increased to match the message’s round number at
line 16 before using the message’s content to update the state at line 18.
When systems are not known to be communication-closed, one can identify the subset of

communication-closed executions. In this case, the lossy synchronous executions represent a subset
of the set of executions of the distributed system.

5 UNIFORM EXECUTIONS

In this section, we present a restriction of the lossy synchronous semantics in which the faults
(message losses) modeled by the environment transitions are uniform, that is the messages send
by a subset of the process are received. This restriction is complete for standard state machine
replication and consensus protocols, up to indistiguishability.

A synchronized round 𝑐
round(𝑀)
−−−−−−−→ 𝑐 ′ is called uniform if there exists a set of processes Π such

that the set of messages received in the round (by some process) is exactly the set of messages sent
by a process from Π to a process in Π, i.e,

(

(𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑣) ∈ P(𝑝).Snd (𝑐.ls(𝑝)) ∧ {𝑝, 𝑞} ⊆ Π
)

⇔ (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑣) ∈ 𝑀,

for every 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑣 . The set of processes Π is called the kernel of the round. A lossy synchronous
execution is called uniform when it is a sequence of uniform rounds.

Example 5.1. The synchronous executions in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b) (described also in Example 4.1),
and Fig 3 are uniform. In Fig. 2(a), the kernel of each synchronized round is the set of all processes.
For the execution in Fig. 2(b), Π1 = {𝑝1, 𝑝2} is the kernel of the first four synchronized rounds
(the first phase), Π2 = {𝑝2, 𝑝3} is the kernel of the next three synchronized rounds (the first three
rounds of the second phase), and Π3 = {𝑝3} is the kernel of the last synchronized round.
Figure 5(a) shows a non-uniform execution, where in the last synchronized round, process 𝑝1

receives messages from {𝑝1, 𝑝2}, the message from 𝑝3 being lost, and 𝑝2 receives messages from
{𝑝2, 𝑝3}, the message from 𝑝1 being lost.

A synchronized round 𝑐
round(𝑀)
−−−−−−−→ 𝑐 ′ is one-to-all if there exists at most one process 𝑝 sending

messages in this round, i.e., P(𝑞) .Snd (𝑐.ls(𝑞)) = ∅ for every 𝑞 ≠ 𝑝 , and all-to-one if all processes
send messages to a single process 𝑝 , i.e., for every 𝑞, if P(𝑞) .Snd (𝑐.ls(𝑞)) ≠ ∅, then there exists
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Fig. 5. Two synchronous executions of the protocol in Figure 1.

𝑣 ∈ V such that P(𝑞).Snd (𝑐.ls(𝑞)) = {(𝑞, 𝑝, 𝑣)}. A protocol P is leader-based iff all its synchronous
executions are sequences of one-to-all or all-to-one synchronized rounds.

Example 5.2. For the protocol in Example 3.1 (Figure 1), a synchronized round where the leader
sends a łPreparežmessage to all processes (the first round a phase) is one-to-allwhile a synchronized
round where processes send an łAckž message to the leader is an all-to-one round (the second round
a phase). Note that all refers to the maximum number of processes that can receive, resp., send
messages, in a synchronized round (messages can be dropped during an environment transition).

The following theorem implies that the restriction to uniform lossy synchronous executions is
complete for leader-based protocols which are also communication closed.

Theorem 5.3. Every lossy synchronous execution of a leader-based protocol is uniform.

All benign consensus and replicated state machine implementations [Junqueira et al. 2011; Lak-
shman and Malik 2010; Moraru et al. 2013] are leader-based, and hence satisfy Th. 5.3. However, our
running example in Fig. 1 is not leader-based since the last round uses an all-to-all communication.
In the Promise round, all processes that received the leader’s proposed log (in the previous round)
broadcast this proposal to all the processes in the network. A process that receives more than
𝑛/2 messages, having as payload the same log value, transmits this log to the client. The uniform
executions with all-to-all communication are a strict subset of the lossy synchronous executions.

The protocol in Fig. 1 confirms, beyond leader-based algorithms, the hypothesis that bugsmanifest
in uniform executions, as the incorrect execution from Fig. 3 is uniform. The underlying principle is
that for any non-uniform execution of the protocol in Fig. 1 either there exists an indistinguishable
uniform execution or there exists a uniform execution that exposes the same log values to the client.
Fig. 5(b) shows a uniform execution that is indistinguishable from the execution in Fig. 5(a). The
equivalence relation between non-uniform and uniform executions (w.r.t. the client’s observations)
is proved using a key insight from consensus proofs: a process communicates with the client only
when the system is in a univalent (global) state, i.e., |{𝑝 | log(𝑝) = 𝑣𝑎𝑙 ∧ last(𝑝) ≥ 𝑏}| > 𝑛/2 for
some integer 𝑏, which means that 𝑣𝑎𝑙 is a stable prefix of the log.

Finally, note that the protocol in Fig. 1 continues to solve state machine replication if we replace
the last all-to-all round with an all-to-one round. In the modified Promise round processes send a
Promise message only to the leader (instead of broadcasting it) acknowledging its proposal and
only the leader transmits the log to the client, in case it received 𝑛/2 Promise messages.

6 RANDOM SAMPLING FROM UNIFORM EXECUTIONS

We now present our testing algorithm. Theoretically, the effectiveness of the testing algorithm is
based on the fact that it samples from a relatively small (yet, complete in the limit) set of executions,
rather than from all possible executions of a protocol.

6.1 The Space of Executions

Before giving the sampling procedure, let us consider the size of the space of executions, and
compare the space of executions to other techniques. For the comparison, we consider a test
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Table 1. The comparison of sample set sizes of different algorithms.

Set of executions with: Upper bound on the size

Arbitrary message losses 2𝑛
2
𝑟

𝑘-periodic losses 𝑘𝑛
2
𝑟/𝑘

𝑑-bounded 𝑘-periodic losses ≤ 𝐶 (𝑛2𝑟, 𝑑) ≤ (𝑛2𝑟 )𝑑

Arbitrary uniform executions 2𝑛𝑟

𝑘-periodic uniform executions 𝑘𝑛𝑟/𝑘

𝑑-bounded 𝑘-periodic uniform executions ≤ 𝐶 (𝑛𝑟,𝑑) ≤ (𝑛𝑟 )𝑑

Arbitrary reorderings ≤ (𝑛2𝑟 )!

𝑑-bounded reorderings (PCT) ≤ 𝑤 ·𝐶 (𝑛𝑟, (𝑑 − 1)) · (𝑑 − 1)!

harness consisting of 𝑛 processes running a total of 𝑟 rounds. In addition to these parameters, we
consider two additional parameters to prioritize the search: the periodicity 𝑘 and the number of
isolated processes 𝑑 . Given a lossy synchronous execution 𝜏 , we say that a process 𝑝 starts at round

𝑖 in 𝜏 if 𝑝 is included in the kernel of the 𝑖-th round in 𝜏 but it is not included in the kernel of the
previous round (round 𝑖 − 1). Then, a uniform execution 𝜏 is 𝑘-periodic if a process can start only at
a round which is a multiple of 𝑘 .
Consider the uniform execution in Figure 3. It has 4 phases and 4 rounds in each phase. The

figure omits the last two łemptyž rounds in the second and third phase, where no messages are
sent. The 4-periodic execution of this example recovers isolated processes after every 𝑘 = 4 rounds,
that is in the beginning the second phase with ballot 2, the third phase with ballot 3, and the
fourth phase with ballot 4. The 𝑘-periodic executions take the empty rounds into account.

𝑘-periodic uniformity. Consider an execution with 𝑛 processes running a protocol with 𝑟 rounds.
In a non-uniform execution, any subset of the 𝑛2 communication links can have a message loss

in each round, resulting in 2𝑛
2𝑟 possible executions. In a uniform execution, the corresponding

number is 2𝑛𝑟 . In a 𝑘-periodic non-uniform execution, each of the links can be broken at any 𝑘

rounds in all 𝑟/𝑘 phases, resulting in 𝑘𝑛
2𝑟/𝑘 executions. In a 𝑘-periodic uniform execution, by a

similar argument, the number of executions is 𝑘𝑛𝑟/𝑘 . For the example in Figure 3 with 3 processes,
4 rounds and 4 phases, the sample set of executions is around 1043 for non-uniform executions and
only around 107 for 4-periodic uniform executions.

𝑑-bounding. While 𝑘-periodic uniformity already reduces the size of the execution space, bound-
ing the set to 𝑑-bounded 𝑘-periodic uniform executions, i.e., executions with 𝑑 isolated processes
over all rounds, further reduces it. This bound reduces the asymptotic size of the space of executions
so that it is exponential only in the bounding parameter 𝑑 but polynomial in the number of rounds
and processes. The bounded version of the non-uniform case has an upper bound of (𝑛2𝑟 )𝑑 . When
we further restrict to the uniform case, we get an upper bound of (𝑛𝑟 )𝑑 . The actual sample set is
smaller for 𝑑 > 𝑛 since we cannot isolate more than 𝑛 processes into a period of 𝑘 rounds.2

Table 1 summarizes upper bounds on the number of executions for various choices (arbitrary
message losses vs. uniform executions, 𝑘-periodic, and 𝑑-bounded 𝑘-periodic). Additionally, it
shows the number of executions explored by a state-of-the-art sampling algorithm (PCT [Ozkan
et al. 2018]) that is oblivious to rounds.

2The size of 𝑑-bounded 𝑘-periodic set of executions can be more precisely characterized by inclusion-exclusion principle

[Charalambides 2018] or using q-binomial coefficients [Kac and Cheung 2001].
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Input: A test harness with a set P of 𝑛 processes and at most 𝑟 rounds
Input Parameters :A period 𝑘 and a bound 𝑑 on the number of isolated processes

1 distribute 𝑑 into 𝑑0, . . . , 𝑑 (r/k−1) s.t.
∑

0≤𝑖<r/k 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑑 and 𝑑0≤𝑖<r/k ≤ |P|;

2 for 𝑖 := 0 to 𝑟 − 1 do

3 phase := 𝑖 /𝑘 ;

4 roundInPhase := 𝑖 %𝑘 ;

5 if roundInPhase = 0 then

6 choose u.a.r. 𝑑phase processes from P as Pphase ;

7 choose u.a.r. 𝑓 : Pphase ⇀ [0, 𝑘 − 1];

8 schedule round with kernel P \ 𝑓 −1 ( [0, roundInPhase]);

9 check specification on execution trace

Algorithm 1: Randomized sampling from 𝑘-periodic uniform executions with bound 𝑑 .

The size of the set of 𝑑-bounded 𝑘-periodic uniform executions is asymptotically smaller than
the others on Table 1. Moreover, the characterization of the bounding parameter for 𝑘-periodic
uniform executions requires a smaller value of 𝑑 to reproduce an execution.

6.2 The Sampling Algorithm

Our testing algorithm (Algorithm 1) takes a test harness consisting of a set P of 𝑛 processes running
at most 𝑟 rounds, and randomly samples from the set of 𝑘-periodic uniform executions with at
most 𝑑 isolated processes, i.e., from a sample space of size at most (𝑛𝑟 )𝑑 . The algorithm ensures
that each execution is picked with probability at least 1/(𝑛𝑟 )𝑑 .

Given the set of processes P, upper bound on rounds 𝑟 , and the parameters 𝑘 and 𝑑 , the algorithm
distributes the 𝑑 failures into 𝑟 /𝑘 phases (line 1). For each phase, in its first round (line 5), the
algorithm selects a set of 𝑑phase processes to isolate in the current phase (line 6). For each of the 𝑑phase
selected processes, the algorithm chooses the first round in which the process is isolated (line 7). The
algorithm isolates these processes by simply dropping them from the kernel of the corresponding
rounds (line 8). We write 𝑓 −1 ( [0, n]) to denote

⋃

0≤𝑖≤𝑛 𝑓
−1 (𝑖) and use this to propagate process

isolation in a phase until the end of that phase. The algorithm simulates re-establishment of faulty
links by resetting the isolated set of processes in every 𝑘 rounds.
The algorithm can be modified to sample executions with an unbounded number of isolated

processes. For this, we omit the parameter 𝑑 together with the lines 1 and 6 in the algorithm. On
line 7, we isolate any process at any round.

Proposition 6.1 (Soundness and Relative Completeness). (1) Algorithm 1 samples each

synchronous uniform executions of periodicity 𝑘 and up to 𝑑 isolated processes with probability at least

1/(𝑛𝑟 )𝑑 . (2) Let P be a leader-based communication-closed distributed protocol. For any asynchronous

execution of P, there is a test harness and parameters 𝑑 and 𝑘 such that Algorithm 1 run on the harness

with (𝑑, 𝑘) samples an indistinguishable execution with positive probability.

The bugs reported by the testing algorithm are not spurious as the testings enumerates actual
executions of the system under test. The applicability does not depend on whether the system under
test is indeed communication-closed, that is if all asynchronous executions have a synchronous
indistinguishable counter-part. If the system is not communication closed the algorithm will cover
an important sub-set of executions.
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7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We present an empirical evaluation of our approach on production implementations of three fault-
tolerant protocols: Cassandra’s Paxos [Lakshman and Malik 2010], Zookeeper’s atomic broadcast
(ZAB) [Hunt et al. 2010], and the Raft [Ongaro and Ousterhout 2014] implementation in Ratis. This
evaluation addresses the following research questions:

RQ1 Is our testing algorithm effective at detecting fault tolerance bugs in large scale systems?

RQ2 How do the algorithm parameters affect the efficacy in detecting bugs?

RQ3 How do different implementations of our algorithm affect the effectiveness at detecting bugs?

To address RQ1 we show that our framework is indeed able to discover bugs in these implemen-
tations, some of them being unknown before our work. We also compare its effectiveness with a
baseline approach that explores arbitrary asynchronous executions with arbitrary message losses.

For RQ2, we tested each system under varying bounds for the number of isolated processes. For
Cassandra, we also evaluated the effect of varying the periodicity of isolation recovery.
For RQ3, we experimented with three implementations of Algorithm 1, that provide different

approximations of the lossy synchronous semantics. These implementations differ in the instru-
mentation effort and required information about the internals of the system under test.

Heavy system instrumentation. This is a precise implementation of Algorithm 1 that instruments the
system in order to enforce the lossy synchronous semantics and to control the isolation of processes
precisely. This requires identifying the messages sent in a certain round and controlling their
delivery so that they are delivered only in the context of the same synchronized round they were
sent (or dropped). The round of a message is identified by looking at the metadata stored in that
message. The presence of such metadata is actually a common design principle for fault-tolerant
systems [Fekete and Lynch 1990]. To control the delivery of messages, the instrumentation adds a
layer on top of the network which collects the messages in flight, and enforces their delivery to be
synchronous. We used this implementation to test Cassandra.

Lightweight system instrumentation. This implementation looks at the metadata stored in the
messages to identify those that should be dropped according to Algorithm 1, but it only approximates
the lossy synchronous semantics. In this approximation, processes execute a phase in lockstep,
but they may run the rounds inside the same phase asynchronously. The lockstep execution of
phases is enforced using high-enough timeouts, which ensure that each process terminates a phase
before advancing in the execution (a phase usually corresponds to handling one client request). We
implemented this approach for testing Ratis.

No system instrumentation. A coarse version of Algorithm 1 can be implemented using only the
API methods of the system under test (treating the system as a black-box). The tester uses timeouts
to enforce a lockstep execution of phases, but does not look inside messages to decide which ones
should be dropped. Instead, it uses API methods for stopping or starting a process at the beginning
of a phase as an approximation for isolating/deisolating a process during a phase. We used this
approach for testing Ratis and Zookeeper.

7.1 Cassandra

Cassandra ensures serializability of transactions using an implementation of Paxos. This protocol is
used to make different processes (replicas) agree on an order in which to execute the transactions
submitted by the client. Each phase consists of six łone-to-allž or łall-to-onež rounds similar to those
in Fig. 1: Prepare/Promise, Propose/Accept, and Commit/Ack (therefore all its lossy synchronous
executions are uniform).
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Table 2. The number of buggy executions detected by sampling from 𝑑-bounded 𝑘-uniform executions. On
the left, we list the results for 𝑑 = 8 and varying 𝑘 . On the right, we list them for 𝑘 = 6 and varying 𝑑 .

𝑘-uniform #rnds #rnds✓ #phs #phs✓ #msgs #buggy

𝑘 = 1 21.67 18.14 3.61 2.87 49.13 0

𝑘 = 2 21.60 18.07 3.60 2.87 48.87 0

𝑘 = 4 22.80 17.53 3.80 2.64 46.76 0

𝑘 = 6 22.86 17.10 3.81 2.63 44.78 2

𝑘 = 8 23.71 6.61 3.95 1.03 20.23 0

𝑘 = 10 23.81 6.36 3.97 0.94 19.60 0

𝑑-bounded #rnds #rnds✓ #phs #phs✓ #msgs #buggy

𝑑 = 3 19.08 18.08 3.18 3.00 48.47 0

𝑑 = 4 20.11 18.29 3.35 2.99 48.62 0

𝑑 = 5 20.91 18.17 3.48 2.93 47.90 1

𝑑 = 6 21.69 17.98 3.61 2.86 47.13 1

𝑑 = 8 22.86 17.10 3.81 2.63 44.78 2

𝑑 = 10 23.61 15.72 3.93 2.31 41.83 1

We test Cassandra using a harness with three processes and three transactions, two of which
update the same key. At the end of the tests, we read the values of the keys and check for the
serializability of the processed transactions. This harness admits a difficult to detect buggy behavior
in Cassandra 2.0.0 when messages are lost at subtle points of execution [Apache 2013]: one of the
processes does not receive the messages sent during the rounds processing the first two transactions,
and when this process becomes a leader instead of trying to process a third transaction, it recommits
the first one that was already executed, violating serializability.

We tested Cassandra using a precise implementation of Algorithm 1, that controls the messages
to be dropped or their delivery (the łheavy system instrumentationž described above). We bounded
the length of the executions to at most 24 rounds. 3

The effect of varying parameters. We evaluate the effect of varying the values of the parameters
𝑑 and 𝑘 when testing with the harness described above. For each assignment of parameters, we
sampled 1000 executions. For each set of tests, we report in Table 2 the average number of rounds
and phases that are executed by a quorum of processes4 (as #rnds✓ and #phs✓), in addition to the
average number of rounds (#rnds), phases (#phs), messages (#msgs), and the number of times a
buggy execution is sampled (#buggy). We mark a round to have a quorum if the kernel of that round
consists of a majority of processes. Similarly, we mark a phase to have a quorum if the corresponding
user request takes effect (i.e., a written value is committed) on a majority of processes.
The left of Table 2 lists the results when varying 𝑘 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} and fixing 𝑑 = 8 (this value

of 𝑑 is high-enough for reproducing the bug). For values of 𝑘 smaller than the number of rounds
in a phase, executions have a higher number of rounds and phases with a quorum. This can be
explained by the fact that the isolated processes get a chance to recover from message losses during
the execution of the phase. As 𝑘 increases, fewer rounds have a quorum, resulting in an increase in
the total number of rounds. When 𝑘 > 6, links are not re-established at the beginning of a phase
and faults propagate to succeeding phases. This causes the protocol to fail to process user requests
in later phases. Only about a single phase is successful for 𝑘 = 8, 10 on average.
The data on the right of Table 2 shows that as 𝑑 increases, the average number of rounds and

phases executed by a quorum of processes decreases due to a higher frequency of message losses.
Consistently, the average of the total number of rounds and phases in an execution increases due
to the repetition of no-quorum phases. In the extreme case with an unbounded number of isolated
processes, a minority of rounds are executed by a quorum, failing to process even a single request on
average. Tests with a bounded number of isolated processes produce executions with both quorum
and no-quorum phases which are more likely produce a buggy behavior. In our experiments, we
could reproduce the bug by taking 𝑑 ∈ {5, 6, 8, 10}.

3Source code at https://github.com/burcuku/explorer-server
4The parameters 𝑑 and 𝑘 affect the distribution of the isolated processes in an execution, which in turn may affect the

length of an execution. The processing of the three transactions can finish in 18 rounds if no messages are lost, or more

rounds when processes are isolated and quorums cannot be formed.
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Testing Cassandra with a baseline algorithm. As a baseline for testing fault tolerance of a system
against network failures, we consider a naive randomized algorithm. This algorithm samples from
the set of executions with arbitrary message losses, by randomly dropping a message with some
probability. We tested Cassandra 1000 times using different probabilities 𝑝 = 0.125, 0.25, 0.5. In our
evaluation, none of those tests could hit the bug in the system. The infrequency of hitting the bug
is not surprising since the bug in Cassandra is known to be a difficult bug and it is reproduced only
in few executions in previous works [Leesatapornwongsa et al. 2014; Ozkan et al. 2019].

7.2 Ratis

Ratis [Apache 2020] is an implementation of the Raft protocol [Ongaro and Ousterhout 2014],
usable in large-scale systems such as Hadoop Ozone key-value store. Ratis is in early stages of
development, currently in version 0.6.0. Raft is a consensus protocol for state machine replication.
Similarly to Paxos and our motivating example, operations on the state machine are sent to the
leader of the Ratis cluster. The leader appends operations to its log and replicates the operations
to other servers. An operation is committed once the leader receives acknowledgements from a
majority of servers. Differently from Paxos, a server can become leader only if its log is at least as up-
to-date with the other servers. Raft consists of leader election or log replication rounds. The servers
exchange RequestVote/RequestVoteReply messages for leader election, and AppendEntries/
AppendEntriesReply messages for log replication and as heartbeat messages. Similarly to other
consensus protocols, Raft uses only łone-to-allž and łall-to-onež rounds.

We tested Ratis using an implementation of our algorithm based on lightweight instrumentation.5

A test harness consists of a number of client requests submitted to the Ratis cluster and the maximal
number of rounds in an execution, approximated using a timeout. When processed, each request
extends the replicated log with some message. During the processing of the requests, we introduced
message losses as prescribed by our algorithm. At the end of a test, we ran the system without
failures for some time to allow the cluster to recover and synchronize its servers. Finally, we
checked whether the system could tolerate the introduced message losses by checking the following
properties extracted from [Ongaro and Ousterhout 2014] and the unit tests in Ratis:

P1 The servers eventually elect a leader.
P2 All servers eventually store all log entries.
P3 After sending a request, a client eventually receives a reply.

While these specifications are liveness properties, we checked for bounded-liveness variations
where they are required to be satisfied within a bounded amount of time. To define the time bounds
we use a heuristic similar to [Killian et al. 2007]. We run the system without any message loss
(failures) several times to determine the average time required to synchronize the servers. In our
tests, we allowed the system to run significantly longer to recover after the message losses.

We tested Ratis using 𝑛 = 3 servers, 4 client requests, and a varying number of failures (isolated
processes) distributed into 𝑟 = 8 rounds. The number of rounds is counted based on the size of
the replicated log (which is observed by the instrumentation). We used a period 𝑘 = 2 to recover
isolated processes. At the end of the 8 rounds, we continue running the system without any failures
leaving a timeout of 2 seconds to allow the servers synchronize. Ratis has significant amount of
support code for the transport layer libraries it uses, namely gRPC and Netty. This can lead to
different system behavior when run with different transport options. To cover both behaviors, we
tested Ratis using both gRPC and Netty libraries.

Testing Ratis using the lightweight system instrumentation.We tested an instrumented version of
Ratis which enables our algorithm to read the content of in flight messages and be able to drop

5Source code is available at https://github.com/burcuku/explorer-server.
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Table 3. The number of violations to properties P1, P2 and P3 in Ratis detected by our algorithm using
lightweight system instrumentation.

𝑑 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ratis with gRPC

P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P2 121 199 242 192 103 65 61

P3 0 0 2 5 22 64 111

Ratis with Netty
P1 17 291 418 576 917 986 995

P1 362 592 710 778 958 989 995

P2 151 285 331 472 888 984 992

Table 4. The number of violations to properties P1, P2 and P3 in Ratis detected by our algorithm without

system instrumentation. On the left, we list the results for the implementation using server blocking methods
in Ratis test API. On the right, we list them for the implementation using server kill/restart methods.

𝑑 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ratis with gRPC
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

P3 0 1 16 88 182 366 523

Ratis with Netty
P1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

P2 0 0 1 1 0 2 9

P3 0 9 69 159 262 497 620

𝑑 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ratis with gRPC
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P2 0 0 0 12 23 47 57

P3 0 18 110 197 205 276 319

Ratis with Netty
P1 0 0 1 3 1 3 7

P2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

P3 0 16 11 96 93 118 79

them. The algorithm uses the information in the messages (more specifically, the size of the sender’s
log) to identify the current round of a server. Then, we isolate selected servers in selected rounds
by dropping the messages of those rounds from/to the isolated servers.
We tested Ratis 1000 times using different values for the bound on the number of isolated

processes 𝑑 = 1, .., 7. In Table 3, we list the number of violations to the specifications P1, P2 and P3
detected in our tests for each value of 𝑑 . In many test executions with gRPC, we observed violations
to P2 or P3. In the failing tests, a follower server has inconsistent entries with the leader, and sends
a negative reply to leader’s AppendEntries message. Inconsistency in the servers logs can arise
when the leader cannot fully replicate all of the entries in its log, e.g., when it disconnects before
sending AppendEntries messages. In the problematic executions, the leader and the follower with
inconsistent entries repeatedly send the same messages to each other and fail to synchronize in
hundreds of exchanged messages. Our bug report for this problem is currently open.6 In our failing
tests with Netty, we discovered a liveness bug which causes the violation of P3. In the buggy
execution, the leader gets disconnected from the cluster after it receives a client request. Then,
the cluster elects a new leader. While the client is successfully redirected to the new leader in the
implementation for the gRPC adapter, the implementation for Netty causes the client to indefinitely
wait for a reply from the old leader. Our bug report for this problem is already acknowledged by the
Ratis developers.7 We also observed high number of tests where the servers cannot elect a leader
(failing P1) when some messages are dropped. This violation occurs frequently and it is produced
by dropping almost any message in the log synchronization of the servers. Our bug report for this
violation is also currently open.8

Testing Ratis without additional instrumentation. We also implemented two coarser versions of our
algorithm where we only use the methods provided by Ratis test API. In one of the implemen-
tations, we isolated the servers by using Ratis test API’s server isolation methods which block
outgoing/incoming messages from/to servers. In the other one, we used server kill and restart

6https://issues.apache.org/jira/projects/RATIS/issues/RATIS-946
7https://issues.apache.org/jira/projects/RATIS/issues/RATIS-844
8https://issues.apache.org/jira/projects/RATIS/issues/RATIS-1048
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Table 5. The number of violations detected in Ratis by using a baseline randomized testing algorithm which
drops messages with a given probability. We rely on our instrumentation for selectively dropping messages.

𝑝 : probability of dropping a message 0.125 0.25 0.50 𝑝 : probability of dropping a message 0.125 0.25 0.50

Ratis with gRPC P1 1 2 6 Ratis with Netty P1 994 971 497

P2 0 1 25 P2 998 983 462

P3 0 2 155 P3 999 996 179

methods to isolate servers for some duration. In our implementations, we distributed 𝑑 number of
process isolations into a number of phases which are approximately determined by some timeouts.
At the beginning of each phase, we isolated a randomly sampled subset of processes. If the phase
has a majority of processes alive, we wait until the system elects a leader (the Ratis API provides a
method for checking the leader of a cluster) and submitted 3 client requests. After that, we isolated
some other randomly sampled processes and we wait for 2 seconds for the servers to process the
requests. At the end of the phase, we recover the isolated processes for the next phase. We ran the
system 1000 times for each value of 𝑑 = 1, .., 7.
On the right of Table 4, we list the number of violations to P1, P2 and P3 detected by testing

the system using the Ratis API blocking methods. Some tests detects violations of P3, where the
executions fail to serve some client requests within timeout. However, the frequency of executions
violating P1 or P2 is very low. A reason for these tests to miss violations might be the behavior
of process isolation methods in the Ratis test API. Instead of dropping messages, the isolation
methods block messages of a process by sleeping the thread delivering the message until the server
is deisolated. This might result in servers to process blocked messages once they are deisolated. In
our instrumentation, messages from/to the isolated process are dropped completely.
On the left of Table 4, we list the number of violations by testing the system using the Ratis

server kill/restart methods. In these tests we can observe violations to all P1, P2 and P3, in smaller
numbers than the tests with instrumentation. A reason for that might be blocking processes for
some duration is coarse grained and less selective on which particular messages will be dropped.

Testing Ratis with a baseline algorithm. Table 5 lists the number of violations detected by a naive
random algorithm, which samples from the set of executions with arbitrary message losses. We
rely on our instrumentation for dropping messages. The algorithm takes a probability value 𝑝
as input and drops a message with the probability 𝑝 . For each different value of the probability,
𝑝 = 0.125, 0.25, 0.5we tested the system with 1000 executions. In Netty, the tests produce executions
which violate P1 and therefore P2 due to lack of synchronization in the absence of the leader.
However, only a few of the tests could hit an execution with inconsistent servers using gRPC
adapter.

In conclusion, in the context of Ratis, the implementation of Algorithm 1 based on a lightweight
system instrumentation is quite effective and it hits a higher number of problematic executions
in comparison to the coarse-grain implementation (based solely on the Ratis API without any
instrumentation) or testing with a baseline randomized algorithm.

7.3 Zookeeper

We tested Apache Zookeeper, a strongly consistent distributed key-value store that relies on the ZAB
(Zookeeper Atomic Broadcast) protocol, using a coarse-grained implementation of our sampling
algorithm based exclusively on the API of the system, without additional instrumentation.9

Our implementation enforces lockstep execution of abstract phases, which subsume a sequence
of phases at the algorithmic level, starting from an event that causes the servers to start exchanging

9Source code is available at https://github.com/fniksic/zootester.
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messages to a steady state. The length of an abstract phase is approximated in two ways. First, after
starting a set of servers, a steady state is reached once the client-facing handlers detect that the
servers have been started. During this time, the servers will have executed part of the ZAB protocol
to agree on the most recent log of client requests. Second, after a client request, reaching a steady
state is approximated with a 100ms timeout, empirically sufficient for the servers to commit the
request. We use the system API to approximate points in execution where the system reaches a
steady state and to inject faults (isolate servers) only at these points. This relaxed approach loses
completeness, but it is easier to deploy since it does not require instrumentation. As we demonstrate
in this section, it is sufficient for exposing interesting behaviors and bugs in Zookeeper.

Our tool programmatically starts Zookeeper servers as threads, making them easier to manipulate
than if they were separate processes. Each server is paired with a client-facing handler, which is
also part of the Zookeeper API. The handler is used to detect a change in the server’s state (is it up
or down), and to initiate a client request (get or set a key-value pair).
A test is parameterized by the number of servers 𝑛, a fault budget 𝑑 , and a test harness. The

test harness is determined by the client requests and the number of abstract phases, which are
organized as a sequence of steps. A step can be either an empty step or a request step. An empty
step, denoted as empty, consists of a single abstract phase that involves starting a set of servers
and waiting for them to reach steady state. A request step consists of two abstract phases: the first
one is like in the empty step, and the second one involves initiating a client request and waiting for
steady state, this time approximated with a 100ms timeout. We support two kinds of client requests:
a write request and a conditional write request. A write request for setting key 𝑘 to value 𝑣 on
server 𝑠 is written as 𝑠 : 𝑘 ← 𝑣 , and a conditional write request for setting key 𝑘2 to value 𝑣2 on
server 𝑠 , provided that key 𝑘1 is set to 𝑣1, is written as 𝑠 : 𝑘1 = 𝑣1 ? 𝑘2 ← 𝑣2. In our tests we use
integer values. We identify requests and request steps and use the same notation for both.

A test with 𝑛 servers, a fault budget 𝑑 , and a test harness with 𝑝 steps is executed in the following
way. First there is an initial step in which all keys appearing in the harness are set to zero. Then
we use a version of Algorithm 1 to sample a random execution of the harness with 𝑑 faults: we
distribute 𝑑 faults over 𝑝 steps, and additionally, if a step is a request step consisting of two abstract
phases, we randomly assign some of the faults to the second abstract phase in the step. At the
beginning of a step, we randomly choose a kernel of servers to start according to the number
of faults assigned to the first abstract phase in the step. If there is a second abstract phase, we
randomly choose servers to stop, again according to the number of faults assigned to the abstract
phase. At the end of a step, we stop all servers and proceed to the next step. Finally, once all steps
are executed, we start all servers and check that they are in the same final state, and that the final
state is allowed under some sequentially consistent execution of the requests.
In our first experiment, we focus on exposing bug ZK-283210, reported to occur in Zookeeper

3.4.9. The bug causes the servers to diverge; thus, we will refer to the bug as the divergence bug.
The reporter of the bug provided a test with the exact steps to deterministically reproduce the bug.
The steps involve three servers handling two client requests in presence of four faults. The client
requests set new values to two different keys. At the end the servers diverge: two servers disagree
on the value associated with one of the keys.

Interestingly, the deterministic test provided by the bug’s reporter fails to reproduce the bug in
releases of Zookeeper more recent than 3.4.9. Even though the bug report was still open at the time
of writing, it may seem that the bug has disappeared. Unfortunately, this is not the case: we were
able to reproduce the bug in Zookeeper 3.5.8, released in May 2020.

10https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-2832
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Table 6. Testing Zookeeper. On the left, we list the number of Zookeeper executions with harness 𝐻div
exhibiting bugs listed in the first column, for varying 𝑑 (we ran 1,000 executions for each value of 𝑑 and for the
baseline test). On the right, the number of Zookeeper executions exhibiting bugs listed in the first column for
randomly sampled harnesses. For each of the two choices of parameters we randomly sampled 12 harnesses
and ran 1,000 executions per harness.

𝑑 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 baseline

divergence 0 0 0 2 2 0 5 4 3 0 2
client dropped 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

unsuccessful 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 8

𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 2, 𝑝 = 3 𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 4, 𝑝 = 5

𝑑 = 4 𝑑 = 6

divergence 15 13
failure of SC 0 1

client dropped 0 7

unsuccessful 4 8

Table 7. Number of Zookeeper executions with harness 𝐻sc exhibiting bugs listed in the first column, for
varying 𝑑 . We ran 1,000 executions for each value of 𝑑 and for the baseline test.

𝑑 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 baseline

divergence 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
client dropped 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

unsuccessful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 19

Using our tool, we can represent the steps from the deterministic test as the following harness
involving servers 𝑠0, 𝑠1, 𝑠2 and keys 𝑘0, 𝑘1: 𝐻div = [𝑠1 : 𝑘0 ← 101; empty; 𝑠2 : 𝑘1 ← 302]. The exact
values assigned to the keys in the harness are not important, as long as they are distinct.

We ran the harness with different values of the fault budget 𝑑 . For each 𝑑 from 0 to 9 we ran
1,000 executions and observed divergence in 0 to 5 executions per test. As a comparison, we ran a
baseline test in which we execute harness steps in 5-second intervals, while at the same time we
crash and restart servers in intervals randomly distributed according to Poisson distribution with
the mean of 2 seconds. In the baseline test, we observe divergence in 2 out of 1,000 executions. In
addition to the divergence bug, one of the executions of the baseline test shows what seems to be a
new issue: at the end, one of the clients is unable to connect to any of the servers. We believe this
cannot be correct behavior. We refer to this issue as client dropped. The left of Table 6 summarizes
the results. The last row in the table shows executions that were unsuccessful: occasionally a client
fails to read a value from a server. These executions are more likely to be a result of our tool not
being perfectly robust than of an actual issue with Zookeeper.

In our next experiment, we experimented with our tool in the context of a random enumeration
of harnesses. To restrict the space of harnesses, we fixed the number of servers to 3, and the number
of keys to 2. In one experiment, we additionally fixed the number of requests 𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 2, the total
number of steps 𝑝 = 3, and the fault budget 𝑑 = 4. In another experiment, we fixed the additional
parameters as 𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 4, 𝑝 = 5, 𝑑 = 6. For each choice of parameters, we sampled 12 harnesses and
ran 1,000 executions per harness.
The highlight of our findings is that, in addition to observing more divergence and dropped

clients, we observe a new issue: in 1 out of 12,000 executions with 𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 4, 𝑝 = 5, 𝑑 = 6, the servers
converge to the same state, but this state is not allowed under sequential consistency. We refer to
the issue as failure of sequential consistency. We have created a test that deterministically reproduces
the violating execution and reported the issue as ZK-3875.11 The issue occurs in Zookeeper 3.5.8,
but not in the more recent branch 3.6 of stable releases. At the time of writing it was still unclear
which change in the 3.6 branch seems to resolve the issue. The results are summarized on the right
of Table 6.

11https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/ZOOKEEPER-3875
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Fig. 6. A synchronous buggy trace sampled by our algorithm and a buggy trace sampled by PCT, both for
Cassandra’s Paxos bug.

In our final experiment, we isolated the harness that yielded the execution exhibiting the failure
of sequential consistency:

𝐻sc = [𝑠1 : 𝑘1 = 0 ? 𝑘1 ← 101; empty; 𝑠0 : 𝑘1 = 101 ? 𝑘0 ← 200;

𝑠1 : 𝑘1 = 0 ? 𝑘1 ← 301; 𝑠0 : 𝑘1 = 0 ? 𝑘0 ← 400]

In the incorrect execution, the final state on all servers is {𝑘0 = 200, 𝑘1 = 301}. In the experiment,
we wanted to see if we can detect failure of sequential consistency again, either by our sampling
algorithm or by the baseline test. Therefore, we fixed the harness to 𝐻sc and varied the fault budget
𝑑 from 0 to 15. We observe divergence in 0 to 6 executions for our sampling algorithm, and in 7
executions for the baseline test. We observe clients dropped in 2 executions, both in our sampling
algorithm and the baseline test. However, were not able to catch the failure of sequential consistency
again, which shows that it is a rare bug. Table 7 summarizes the results.

7.4 Summary of Evaluation

Our experimental evaluation shows that our algorithm can detect new bugs in large scale systems
as well as reproduce known bugs. In our tests, small values of 𝑑 and values of 𝑘 allowing a client
request to be processed between recovery points could successfully detect bugs. This confirms our
hypothesis that uniform executions with a small number of isolations are sufficient to find many
bugs. We discovered new bugs in the recent versions of Zookeeper and Ratis. We inspected the
buggy executions and have already reported some of them in the projects’ issue tracker sites; some
bugs in Ratis have already been fixed in the master branch of the project.
A limitation of some testing tools for distributed systems is the instrumentation burden. Our

experimentation with different levels of precision on the identification of rounds and phases shows
that sampling from uniform executions provides an effective approach for testing fault tolerance in
general, even with coarse-grained instrumentation. All three versions of the implementation of
our algorithm outperform a baseline random testing algorithm and can expose bugs in large scale
systems.

Debuggability.We conclude by demonstrating that buggy executions detected by our algorithm
can be easier to understand than the traces obtained by exploring all (asynchronous) executions.
While the interpretability of the generated traces depends on the precision of the analysis of rounds
in implementation, in general our algorithm produces execution traces that omit messages in a
more structured way than reordering or dropping messages arbitrarily. Fig. 6 shows two buggy
executions from Cassandra found by our algorithm and PCT [Ozkan et al. 2018], respectively. Our
algorithm returns a synchronous execution trace which lists messages in the expected protocol
order, making it more explicit which processes are isolated in each round. On the other hand, the
programmer needs to follow the complicated message interleavings across phases to discover the
delayed/dropped messages in the asynchronous trace.
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8 RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new testing methodology for implementations of consensus algorithms based
on communication-closure as the starting point. Communication closure offers an elegant abstraction
at the level of algorithm design, and our testing methodology uses the abstraction as a way to focus
attention on a much smaller sample space of executions. For many common classes of distributed
algorithms, the reduction remains complete. We have shown that exploring uniform executions with
a small number of faults is sufficient to find bugs in production distributed systems like Cassandra,
Zookeeper, or Ratis.

Using algorithmic insights into testing distributed systems to reduce the space of executions is a
point of departure from existing work in randomized or systematic testing of implementations of
distributed systems. At the same time, our insight is orthogonal to the many reduction techniques
already exploited in existing tools, such as depth bounding [Ozkan et al. 2018], partial order
reduction [Ozkan et al. 2019; Yuan et al. 2018], or semantics-aware analyses [Leesatapornwongsa
et al. 2014; Lukman et al. 2019].
Several execution prioritization techniques are designed for efficient analysis of concurrent

software [Thomson et al. 2014]. Context bounding [Qadeer and Rehof 2005] or preemption-
bounding [Musuvathi and Qadeer 2007] are designed for shared memory programs, defining
a prioritization scheme based on multithreading concepts. While delay bounding [Emmi et al.
2011] or probabilistic prioritization in PCT [Burckhardt et al. 2010] are applicable to message
passing systems, they consider the state space of message reorderings, hence parameterize the
set of asynchronous executions. In this work, we provide an approach for exploring the set of
synchronous executions of a distributed system. Note that we are not aware of any notion similar
to communication closure that applies to shared-memory programs.
While we address fault tolerance bugs due to message losses in this work, a related source of

bugs is erroneous crash recovery of servers [Gao et al. 2018; Gunawi et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2019].
Erroneous recovery causes the servers not to restart properly and leads to bugs in the system.
Since message losses in network and server crashes are orthogonal sources of faults, producing
executions with both kinds of faults may be promising for more extensive testing.
Our work is inspired by the quest for an easier to understand subset of representative asyn-

chronous executions, and simpler proofs of algorithms, which led to the communication closure
property. Communication-closed layered systems [Charron-Bost and Schiper 2009; Chou and
Gafni 1988; Gafni 1998; Moses and Rajsbaum 2002; Santoro and Widmayer 1989] capture both
lossy synchronous and lossy asynchronous behaviors and solve consensus under the partial syn-
chrony network assumption [Dwork et al. 1988]. They rely on easier to interpret synchronous
lock-step executions and simpler proof arguments. For example an equivalence relation between
asynchronous and communication closed executions is established for systems that solve consensus
in [Chaouch-Saad et al. 2009; Elrad and Francez 1982; Moses and Rajsbaum 2002].

Motivated by the impossibility of solving consensus over asynchronous faulty networks [Fischer
et al. 1985] synchronous abstractions offer an alternative view of distributed systems. They have
beed studied to simplify programming distributed, concurrent, and parallel systems, e.g., virtual
synchrony [Birman and Joseph 1987], bulk programming [Valiant 1990], for designing theoretical
solutions for consensus [Dwork et al. 1988], and to simplify reasoning about a system’s traces [Elrad
and Francez 1982]. Implementations of consensus protocols have been proposed for these synchro-
nous programming paradigms, e.g., virtual synchrony [Birman and Cooper 1991] or PSync [Dragoi
et al. 2016] (a programming paradigm based on communication-closure). However, in production
asynchronous state machine replication systems are still to be understood if they have an implemen-
tation in synchronous programming models. In contrast, using communication-closure in testing
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increases the confidence we have in production systems without having to reimplement them.
In [Damian et al. 2019] communication-closure is defined based on conditions on the sequential
code independently of the specification of the systems and it is applied to semi-automatically
prove correct several consensus protocols. The complexity and scale of the verified code is far from
production system. No previous work studies the relation between communication closure and
testing distributed systems.

Finally, recent developments in verifying replicated statemachine and consensus protocols [Chaud-
huri et al. 2010; Hawblitzel et al. 2015; Padon et al. 2017; von Gleissenthall et al. 2019; Wilcox et al.
2015] allow fully verified implementations to be developed. However, these verified implemen-
tations lack the performance of production systems, are small scale implementations that have
prototype clients and minimal deployment. Formalization is important, however bugs may still
arise [Fonseca et al. 2017; Sutra 2019].
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